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1. Introduction
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Urban search and rescue, industrial inspections, and military intelligence have one need in
common: small-sized mobile robots that can travel across the rubble of a collapsed building,
squeeze through small crawl-spaces to take measurements or perform visual inspections,
and slither into the shelter of insurgents to gather intelligence. Some of these areas are not
only difficult to reach, but may also present safety and health hazards to human inspectors.
One species of mobile robots that promises to deliver such hyper-mobility is the so-called
serpentine or snake robot (see Figure 1). Serpentine robots typically comprise of three or
more rigid segments that are connected by 2- or 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF) joints. The
segments typically have powered wheels, tracks, or legs to propel the vehicle forward, while
the joints may be powered or unpowered. Desired capabilities for such a robot are:

Fig. 1. The OmniTread Model OT-4 serpen-tine robot entering an “Inverted-‘J’ ventilation
duct at SwRI†.

The OmniTread work was conducted at the University of Michigan where Dr. Granosik codeveloped the “Omni’s” as a Visiting Researcher from 2002-2004.
† The OmniTread robots were independently tested at the Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI). Most of the OmniTread photographs in this chapter were taken at SwRI during the
successful traverse of the shown obstacle.
*

Source: Industrial Robotics: Programming, Simulation and Applicationl, ISBN 3-86611-286-6, pp. 702, ARS/plV, Germany, December 2006, Edited by: Low Kin Huat
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•

ability to traverse rugged terrain, such as concrete floors cluttered with debris, or
unfinished floors such as those found on constructions sites;
• ability to fit through small openings;
• ability to climb up and over tall vertical steps;
• ability to travel inside and outside of horizontal, vertical, or diagonal pipes such as
electric conduits or water pipes;
• ability to climb up and down stairs;
• ability to pass across wide gaps.
This chapter begins with an extended literature review on serpentine robots in general, and then
focuses on the concept and features of the OmniTread family of serpentine robots, which were
designed and built at the University of Michigan’s (UM’s) Mobile Robotics Lab. Along the way,
we discuss the evolution of OmniTread robots (or “Omnis” in short), showing inheritance of
valuable features, mutation of others, and elimination of disadvantageous designs. In the
Experiment Results Section, photographs of successful obstacle traverses illustrate the abilities of
the Omnis. The chapter concludes with our prognosis for future work in this area.

2. Serpentine Robots
Serpentine robots belong to the group of hyper-redundant articulated mobile robots. This group
can be further divided based on two characteristic features: the way the forward motion of the
robot is generated and the activity of its joints, as shown in Table 1. As our work is focused on
serpentine robots we will limit the following literature review to this scope.
The first practical realization of a serpentine robot, called KR-I, was introduced by Hirose
and Morishima (1990) and later improved with version KR-II (Hirose et al., 1991). This first
serpentine robot was large and heavy, weighing in at 350 kg. The robot comprised of
multiple vertical cylindrical segments on powered wheels (tracks in KR-I) that give the
mechanism a train-like appearance. Vertical joint actuators allow a segment to lift its
neighbors up, in order to negotiate steps or span gaps.
More recently, Klaassen and Paap (1999) at the GMD developed the Snake2 vehicle, which
contains six active segments and a head. Each round segment has an array of 12 electrically
driven wheels evenly spaced around its periphery. These wheels provide propulsion regardless
of the vehicle’s roll angle. Segments are interconnected by universal joints actuated by three
additional electric motors through strings. Snake2 is an example of a robot that is inspired by the
physiological structure of snakes where wheels replace tiny scales observed on the bodies of
some real snakes. Snake2 is equipped with six infrared distance sensors, three torque sensors, one
tilt sensor, two angle sensors in every segment, and a video camera in the head segment. Snake2
was specifically designed for the inspection of sewage pipes.
Another serpentine robot designed for sewer inspection was developed by Scholl et al. (2000) at
the Forschungszentrum Informatik (FZI) in Germany. Its segments use only two wheels but the
actuated 3-DOF joints allow full control over each segment’s spatial orientation. The robot is able
to negotiate tight 90° angled pipes and climb over 55 cm high obstacles. One segment and its joint
are about 20 cm long. The sensor suite of this robot is similar to that of Snake2. The development
of sewer inspection robots is continued in the joint project MAKROplus (Streich & Adria, 2004).
While wheeled serpentine robots can work well in smooth-walled pipes, more rugged
terrain requires tracked propulsion. To this effect Takayama and Hirose (2000) developed
the Soruyu-I crawler, which consists of three segments. Each segment is driven by a pair of
tracks, which, in turn, are all powered simultaneously by a single motor, located in the
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center segment. Torque is provided to the two distal segments through a rotary shaft and
universal joints. Each distal segment is connected to the center segment by a special 2-DOF
joint mechanism, which is actuated by two lead screws driven by two electric motors. The
robot can move forward and backward, and it can change the orientation of the two distal
segments in yaw and pitch symmetrically to the center segment. One interesting feature is
the ability of this robot to adapt to irregular terrain because of the elasticity of its joints. This
elasticity is provided by springs and cannot be actively controlled.
External propulsion element: legs, wheels, tracks
Active
joints

Serpentine robots:

OmniTread

Moira

Kohga

Movement is
generated by
undulation
Snake-like robots:

ACM
(Hirose, 1993)

Soryu
A
CM-R3 (Mori &
Hirose, 2002)

Snake 2 Robot

MAKROplus Robot

Pipeline Explorer
Passive
joints

Slim Slime Robot
(Ohno & Hirose, 2000)

Active wheels – passive joints
robots:

Genbu 3 ( imura & Hirose, 2002)
Table 1. Articulated mobile robots.
A different concept using unpowered joints was introduced by Kimura and Hirose (2002) at the
Tokyo Institute of Technology. That robot, called Genbu, is probably the only serpentine robot
with unpowered joints. The stability of the robot and its high mobility on rough terrain are
preserved by large-diameter wheels (220 mm). The control system employs position and torque
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feedback sensors for the passive but rigid joints. Springs are used to protect the electric motors
from impact, although the stiffness of the springs cannot be controlled during operation.
Another robot incorporating a combination of passive and active joints as well as independently
driven and coupled segments is KOHGA developed by Kamegawa et al. (2004). This robot
implements a smart design feature: besides a camera in the front segment, there is a second
camera in the tail section that can be pointed forward, in the way a scorpion points its tail
forward and over-head. This “tail-view” greatly helps teleoperating the robot.
The concept of joining several small robots into a train to overcome larger obstacles was used by
researchers from Carnegie Mellon University in their Millibot Train (Brown et al., 2002). This
robot consists of seven electrically driven, very compact segments. The diameter of the track
sprockets is larger than the height of each segment, which allows the robot to drive upside-down.
Segments are connected by couplers for active connection and disconnection, but the joints have
only one DOF. Each joint is actuated by an electric motor with a high-ratio harmonic gear and
slip clutch. It provides sufficient torque to lift up the three front segments. The robot has been
demonstrated to climb up a regular staircase and even higher steps. However, with only one
DOF in each joint the vehicle is kinematically limited.
A serpentine robot that uses tracks for propulsion and pneumatics for joint actuation is
MOIRA (Osuka & Kitajima, 2003). MOIRA comprises four segments, and each segment has
two longitudinal tracks on each of its four sides, for a total of eight tracks per segment. The
2-DOF joints between segments are actuated by pneumatic cylinders. We believe that the
bellows-based joint actuators used in our OmniTread have a substantial advantage over a
cylinder-based design, as the discussion of our approach in the next section will show.
The newest construction from NREC (National Robotics Engineering Center) is Pipeline
Explorer – robot designed and built for inspection of live gas pipelines (Schempf et al.,
2003). This robot has a symmetric architecture. A seven-element articulated body design
houses a mirror-image arrangement of locomotor (camera) modules, battery carrying
modules, and support modules, with a computing and electronics module in the middle.
The robot’s computer and electronics are protected in purged and pressurized housings.
Segments are connected with articulated joints: the locomotor modules are connected to
their neighbors with pitch-roll joints, while the others – via pitch-only joints. These specially
designed joints allow orientation of the robot within the pipe, in any direction needed.
The locomotor module houses a mini fish-eye camera, along with its lens and lighting
elements. The camera has a 190-degree field of view and provides high-resolution color
images of the pipe’s interior. The locomotor module also houses dual drive actuators
designed to allow for the deployment and retraction of three legs equipped with custommolded driving wheels. The robot can sustain speeds of up to four inches per second. It is
fully untethered (battery-powered, wirelessly controlled) and can be used in explosive
underground natural gas distribution pipelines.

3. The Omnis Family
3.1 Robots Description
Since 1998 the Mobile Robotics Lab at the University of Michigan (UM) has focused on the
development of serpentine robots. Figure 2 shows our first serpentine robot, the OmniPede
(Long et al., 2002). Although we conceived of the idea for the OmniPede independently, we
later found that nature had produced a similar design: the millipede (see Figure 3a). In the
OmniPede, UM introduced three innovative functional elements: (1) propulsion elements
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(here: legs) evenly located around the perimeter of each segment; (2) pneumatic power for
joint actuation; and (3) a single so-called “drive shaft spine” that transfers mechanical power
to all segments from a single drive motor.

Fig. 2. OmniPede.
One of the key features in the design of the OmniPede is that each leg has only one degree of
freedom (DOF). A “leg” and its associated “foot” look like the cross section of an umbrella.
The trajectory of the foot and the orientation of the leg are determined by a simple
mechanism as shown in Figure 3b. The geared 5-bar mechanism moves the leg so that the
foot makes contact with the terrain while performing the backward portion of its motion
(which is the portion that propels the vehicle forward). Then the foot disengages from the
terrain while it performs the forward portion of its motion (as shown in Figure 3c). As a
result the OmniPede moves forward.
By having only one DOF per leg instead of the two or three DOF that most other legged
vehicles have, the number of required actuators is reduced. The price that is paid for the
reduced complexity, weight, and cost is having less control over the position and orientation
of the legs. However, we considered this to be a small sacrifice because with the OmniPede
precise leg positioning is unimportant. Also, the reduced complexity of the legs offers
further advantages, as described below.
The OmniPede consists of seven identical segments, with the tail segment housing the
motor. Each segment has four of the legs shown in Figure 3b arranged circularly on its
circumference and evenly spaced at 90-degree intervals. The legs are arranged this way so
that no matter which part of the OmniPede is in physical contact with the environment,
contact is always made through some of the feet. The segments are connected through
articulated joints, which allow two DOF between the segments. These two DOF are each
independently controlled with a pneumatic piston by means of a four-bar mechanism. This
feature provides the OmniPede with the versatility that was lost by linking the legs
kinematically. The joint actuators enable the OmniPede to lift its front end up and onto
obstacles much the same way a millipede (or a worm, or a snake) does. Another key feature
of the OmniPede design is that the motion of each leg is kinematically linked to a common
drive shaft, called the drive shaft spine, that runs through the centre of the vehicle. This
allows all of the legs to be driven by just one actuator, which supplies torque to the common
drive shaft. Also, because the legs are all kinematically linked by the common drive shaft,
the phase differences between all of the legs are fixed.
Unfortunately, the OmniPede never reached the mobility level of millipedes. Partially
because of the scale factor (our robot is much larger than its natural counterpart) and mainly
because we could not produce the same foot density (number of feet per side area of robot)
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as nature did. Therefore, our design needed modifications; we could say it was real
evolution. We abandoned the idea of few discrete legs altogether, and instead adopted the
abstract idea of a continuous, dense “stream of legs;” we noticed that trace of each foot can
be seen as track, as schematically shown in Fig. 3. Using tracks (executing rotation) we
improved efficiency of driving mechanism. We also improved design of robot’s joints by
introducing Integrated Joint Actuator (described in detail later). And finally, we preserved
the idea of “drive shaft spine” with a single drive motor.

Fig. 3. Evolution of driving system: from the legged OmniPede to the tracked OmniTread. a
– millipede, b – 1DOF leg of the OmniPede, c – propulsion idea of OmniPede’s foot, d –
Proof-of-concept prototype of the OmniTread: In an abstract sense, a moving track with
grousers can be seen as a continuous stream of moving legs.
From the study of the OmniPede, and from the observed shortcomings of its legged
propulsion system, we derived important insights about the design of serpentine robots.
These insights led to the development of the far more practical “OmniTread” serpentine
robot, shown in Table 1. This version of the OmniTread, later called “OT-8,” has five
segments and four pneumatically actuated 2-DOF joints. The size of each segment is
20×18.6×18.6 cm (length × width × height). Each joint space is 6.8 cm long. The entire robot is
127 cm long and weighs about 13.6 kg. The OmniTread is teleoperated and has off-board
power sources (electric and pneumatic).
In May 2004 we began work on the latest and current version of the OmniTread, the OT-4.
The number designation comes from its dominant design parameter: the OT-4 can fit
through a hole 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter, whereas the OT-8 can fit through an 8-inch
diameter hole.
The OmniTread OT-4 comprises seven segments and six 2-DOF joints, as shown in Figure 4.
The segment in the centre is called “Motor Segment” because it houses the single drive
motor. All other segments are called “Actuation Segments” because they house, among
others, the control components for the pneu-matic actuators. Segments #1 and #7 are able to
hold some payload, such as cameras, microphones, and speakers. Segments #2 and #6 can
hold one micro air-compressor each, for pneumatic power. Segments #3 and #5 hold LiPolymer batteries. The OT-4 can carry onboard energy resources for up to 75 minutes of
continuous, untethered driving on easy terrain.
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OT-4 Overview.cdr

Fig. 4. Nomenclature for segments and joints of OmniTread OT-4.
The OT-8 and OT-4 share these mostly unique features:
1. Tracks-all-around each segment. This design aims at maximizing the coverage of
the whole robot body with moving tracks. This feature is tremendously important
on rugged terrain since the long, slender body of serpentine robots rolls over easily
on such terrain. The disadvantage of this design is the greater complexity (each
segment needs four drive systems) and the space needed for four drive systems.
2. The 2-DOF joints are actuated by pneumatic bellows, which produce sufficient
torque to lift the three (two in case of OT-8) leading or trailing segments up and
over obstacles. More importantly, pneumatic bellows provide natural compliance
with the terrain. This feature assures optimal traction in bent pipes and on rugged
terrain.

3.

A single electric drive/motor in the center segment provides rotary power to each
segment through a so called “drive shaft spine” that runs through the whole length
of the robot. We believe this design to be more weight and power efficient than
individual motors in each segment. The weaknesses of this design are a limit to the
maximal bending angle of the joints of ~40 degrees, as well as inefficiency when
articulating the joints.

3.2 Tracks All Around
Our doctrine in the design of both OmniTread models is the maximal coverage of all sides of
the robot with moving tracks. This doctrine is based on two reasons:
1. Serpentine robots inevitable roll over when traveling over rugged terrain. Since
terrain conditions may not allow the robot to upright itself immediately, only
coverage of all sides with propulsion elements can assure continuation of the
mission after a roll over.
2. Any contact between an environmental feature and a robot’s inert (i.e., not
propelling) surface impedes motion or entirely stops the robot (i.e., the robot gets
“stuck”). In contrast, any contact between an environmental feature and a
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propulsion surface produces motion. On rugged terrain, such as the rubble of a
collapsed building, it is quite common that not just the bottom side of the robot,
but also its left and right side make contact with terrain features.
To express this relation quantitatively, we define the term “Propulsion Ratio” Pr. Pr is
measured as the surface area that provides propulsion, Ap, divided by the total surface area,
Ap+Ai
Pr = Ap/(Ap + Ai)
(1)
where Ai is the inert surface area of the body. To further clarify, Ap is the sum of all
surface areas that could provide propulsion if in contact with the environment, while Ai
is the sum of all surface areas that could not. Pr is not only a function of the robot’s
geometry, but also of the application domain. For example, on flat and hard terrain, Pr
for a conventional automobile is 1.0 since only the wheels can be in contact with the
terrain. That’s because in a car no inert area of the periphery could possibly be in
contact with the ground, that is, Ai = 0. However, on soft terrain the wheels sink into the
ground and on rugged terrain obstacles protrude out of the ground, resulting in
potential contact between the ground and portions of the inert body periphery. In this
case the propulsion ratio Pr is undesirably low. In practice, serpentine robots with a low
propulsion ratio get stuck very easily when trying to move over rugged terrain. In order
to increase the propulsion area Ap and thus the propulsion ratio Pr, we cover all sides of
the OmniTread with extra-wide tracks (as is also advised by Blitch, 2003). We also took
extensive measures to reduce the space (and thus, the inert area Ai) between the
segments. Environments, in which robots with high propulsion ratios excel, are dense
underbrush, rubble, and rocks (see Fig. 5). In these environments contact can occur
anywhere, and robots that have propulsion surfaces only on the bottom are always at
risk of being stalled due to excessive, nonpropelling contact. The propulsion ratio for
the OT-4 is 0.59 while that of our earlier OmniTread OT-8 is 0.42.

a

b

Fig. 5. Tracks all around: As the OmniTreads drive through rockbeds, it becomes apparent
that side tracks help provide forward propulsion. a – OT-8; b – OT-4.
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3.3 Pneumatic Joint Actuation
During our work with serpentine robots, we spent a significant amount of time on the
analysis and formulation of requirements for joint actuators in serpentine robots. Listed here
are the four most important ones:
1. By definition, serpentine robots are relatively long compared to their diameter, so
that their lead segments can reach up and over a high obstacle while still being able
to fit through small openings, as shown in Fig. 6. However, lifting the lead
segments requires a significant amount of torque, which is particularly difficult to
generate in slender serpentine robots, where the lever arm for a longitudinal lifting
force is limited by the robot’s small diameter. One key requirement for serpentine
robots is thus that they employ joint actuators of sufficient strength to lift up two or
more of their lead or tail segments.
2. Another key requirement is that serpentine robots should conform to the terrain
compliantly. This assures that as many driving segments as possible are in contact with
the ground at all times, thereby providing effective propulsion. Serpentine robots that
don’t conform compliantly require extremely complex sensor systems to measure
contact forces and to command a momentary angle for each non-compliant joint so as to
force contact with the ground. Such actively controlled compliance has not yet been
successfully demonstrated, and may well be unfeasible for many more years.

Fig. 6. OT-4 passes through a 10-cm (4”) diameter hole, high above ground. Extendable
“flipper tracks” in the distal segments allows the robot to straddle the hole without having
to support its weight on the sharp edges of the hole in this test at SwRI.

Fig. 7. Joint strength and stiffness: OT-4 lifting up three lead segments in order to reach the
next step.
3.

At times it is necessary to increase the stiffness of a joint, for example to reach over
an obstacle, or for crossing a gap (see Fig. 7). Alternatively, it may be necessary to
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adjust the stiffness to an intermediate level, for example, when the lead segment
leans against a vertical wall while being pushed up that wall by the following
segments. Thus, serpentine robots should be capable of adjusting the stiffness of
every DOF individually and proportionally.
4.

Large amounts of space dedicated to joints dramatically increase the amount of
inert surface area. Therefore, joint actuators should take up as little space as
possible, to reduce the size of space occupied by joints (called “Joint Space”).
Moreover, it is obvious that the weight of the actuators should be minimal and joint angles
in serpentine robots should be controllable proportionally, to provide full 3D mobility.
Extensive studies of these requirements and of joint actuators potentially meeting these
requirements led to the second unique design feature of the OmniTread, the use of
pneumatic bellows for actuating the joints. Our research (Granosik & Borenstein, 2005)
shows that pneumatic bellows meet all four of the above requirements better than any other
type of actuator. In particular, pneumatic bellows provide a tremendous force-to-weight
ratio, and they fit perfectly into the otherwise unusable (since varying) space between
segments.

a

b

Fig. 8. Integrated Joint Actuator: a – In serpentine robots the shape of the so-called “Joint
Space” varies with the angles of the joint. At extreme angles, there are some regions of Joint
Space where there is almost no free space for mounting rigid components. However, the
bellows of the OmniTreads conform to the available space. b – In the OT-8, Joint Space is
only 6.8 cm long while segments are 20 cm long. This design helps produce a very favorable
Propulsion Ratio Pr. The obvious advantage is the OmniTread’s ability to rest its weight on
some obstacle, such as this railroad rail, without getting its Joint Space stuck on it. The sharp
edge of the hole in Fig. 6, however, was meant to penetrate joint space, as an additional
challenge.
The latter point is illustrated in Figure 8a, which shows that parts of Joint Space may be
small at one moment, and large at the next, depending on the bending of the joint. If we
wanted to use Joint Space for housing electronics or other rigid components, then the size of
that component would be limited by the dimensions of the “minimal space” shown in
Figure 8a. Contrary to rigid components, pneumatic bellows fit into such varying spaces
perfectly: bellows expand and contract as part of their intended function, and they happen
to be smallest when the available space is minimal and largest when the available space is
maximal. From the point of space utilization, pneumatic bellows are thus a superbly elegant
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solution, because joint actuators take up only Joint Space, and very little of it, for that matter.
Therefore, we call our bellows-based pneumatic system “Integrated Joint Actuator” (IJA). In
contrast, pneumatic cylinders or McKibben muscles, as well as electric or hydraulic
actuators, would all require space within the volume of the segments or much larger Joint
Space. To further illustrate our point about small versus large Joint Spaces, we included
Figure 8b, which shows how the OT-8 successfully traverses a relatively narrow-edged
obstacle, thanks to its very short joints. If the joints were longer than the rail’s width, then
the robot would necessarily get stuck on it.
3.4 Motor and Gear Train
Track

Forward

Motor

Track
drive
sprocket
Chain
Sprocket 1
Inner
Worm U-joint
gear

Sprocket 2

Worm
Motor segment (4)

Drive
shaft
spine

Fig. 9. CAD drawings of the OmniTread gearboxes: a – OT-8 gearbox, shown here for the
motor segment. b – Schematic of the OT-4 drive system, shown here for the motor
segment. c – CAD drawing of the OT-4 motor segment.
In case of OmniTread OT-8 a single 70W drive motor (Model RE36 made by Maxon) located
in the central segment provides torque to all tracks on all five segments via the drive shaft
spine. The drive shaft spine is an axle that runs longitudinally through all segments.
Universal joints let the axle transfer torque at joint angles of up to 30°. Within each segment
there is a worm on each driveshaft that drives four worm-gears offset 90° from each other,
as shown in Figure 9a. Each worm gear runs two spur gears ending in chain drives to
deliver power to the sprocket shafts. The purpose of the spur gears is to bring the chain back
to center again so that the two tracks on each side can be of equal width. The chain drive is
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very slim and therefore minimizes the gap between the tracks. The total gear reduction from
the motor to the sprockets is 448:1. The drive system and chain drive is sealed to prevent
dirt from entering the mechanism.
A similar drive train mechanism was developed for the OT-4. The drive shaft spine
comprises seven rigid shafts that are connected by six universal joints. The universal joints
are concentrically located within the gimbal joints that link the segments. On each shaft
segment is a worm. Four worm gears feed off that worm on the drive shaft as shown in
Figure 9b. Each worm gear drives a chain that drives the track sprocket. These worm gears
can be engaged with worm or disengages from it by means of electrically actuated bi-stable
clutches. The OT-4 has one such a clutch for each of its 7×4 = 28 tracks. These clutches allow
the operator to engage or disengage each track individually. Thus, tracks not in contact with
the environment can be disengaged to reduce drag and waste of energy. If the robot rolls
over, the tracks that come into contact with the ground can be reengaged by the operator.
The drive shaft is supported by two ball bearings on each end of the gearbox to retain good
tolerances within the gearbox. The other end of the drive shaft is floating and only
supported by the universal joint. Not constraining the shaft at three points prevents the
driveshaft from flexing too much, if the structure of the segment warps under high loads.
The motor has too large a diameter to fit into the segment next to the drive shaft spine (see
Figure 9c), as is the case in the OT-8. However, the OT-4 drive motor has two output shafts,
so that each drives one half of the now split drive shaft spine.

4. Design Details OT-8 vs. OT-4
In this section we provide details on some the more important components of the OmniTreads.
We also compare design features of the OT-8 with those of the newer and more feature-rich OT-4
4.1 Tracks
The OT-8 has 40 tracks and 160 sprockets and rollers. These components make up a
significant portion of the overall weight of the system. In order to minimize system weight,
we sought tracks that were particularly lightweight. In addition, the tracks had to offer low
drag and they had to be able to accommodate debris (especially sand) that could get trapped
between the tracks and the drive sprockets.
A solution was found in the form of a slightly elastic urethane material that would stretch to
accommodate debris without mechanical tensioners, yet was strong enough not to slip over the
sprocket teeth under stress. After testing different tracks designs we selected the section profile
shown in Figure 10a. This design is an adaptation of the rubber tracks found in the Fast Traxx
remote-controlled toy race car made by Tyco. The trapezoidal extrusion on the bottom of the track
fits into a groove on the sprocket, ensuring that the track stays aligned on the sprocket. For further
testing we rapid-prototyped tracks based on this design using 50 through 90 durometer urethanes.
In the much smaller OT-4 we had to simplify the gearbox; the chain is run off a sprocket
mounted directly on the side of the worm gear. The chain drive is therefore off-center with
respect to the driveshaft and the two tracks per side are therefore not of equal width (see
Figure 10b). The tracks are molded in-house from a silicon mold. That mold is made from a
Stereolithographic (SLA) rapid prototype, based on a CAD model, which we also developed
in-house. The grousers have twice the pitch of the track teeth to better engage features of the
obstacle being scaled. Keeping the grouser pitch a function of the tooth pitch reduces the
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stiffness of the track as most of the flexibility of the track comes from the thin area between
the teeth. In order to increase the stability of the robot to minimize roll-overs, we made the
tracks as wide as geometrically possible while still allowing the robot to fit through a 4-inch
hole. The track width is especially important considering the large deflection of the center of
gravity we can impose on the robot by raising three segments in the air. To meet both goals,
we had to minimize the sprocket diameter, as is evident from Fig. 10b.
Discussion:
There are several disadvantages to small sprockets: 1. greater roll resistance, 2. reduced
ability to transfer torque between the sprocket and the track, and greater sensitivity (i.e.,
failure rate) when driving over natural terrains such as deep sand and underbrush. On these
natural terrains sand and twigs are ingested between the tracks and drive sprocket, forcing
the tracks to overstretch. In most industrial environments and urban search and rescue
operations, surfaces are man-made and the OT-4 performs very well on them.

a

b

Fig. 10. a – Profile of the OT-8’s urethane tracks, b – Front view of the OT-4. The extra-wide
track areas add stability and reduce the risk of rollovers.
The diameter of the OT-8 track sprockets is much larger than that of the OT-4 track
sprockets. Consequently, the OT-8 performed exceedingly well in deep sand and in
underbrush. In order to transfer more torque, the tooth profile was kept similar to that of a
timing belt, i.e., we maximized the number of engaging teeth.

a
b
Fig. 11. The OT-8 outperformed the OT-4 on difficult natural terrains, mostly because of the
OT-8 larger track sprocket diameter. a – The OT-8 literally plowed through SwRI’s underbrush
test area, aided, in part, by its more massive weight and greater power. b– Unaffected by sand,
the OT-8 had enough power and traction to drive up a 15° inclined bed of deep sand.
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4.2 Chassis
The chassis of the OT-8 consists of duralumin frame with attached gearbox machined from
Delrin, as shown in Fig. 12a. Most of the components including sprockets and rollers were
made in house. We spent some time to reduce the weight of metal parts and to optimize
their shape. As a result we obtained easy to assemble segments with a lot of spare space
inside. This space could be used for energy storage or payload.
Due to the small size of the OT-4, significant efforts had to be made to organize the
internal components for space efficiency and accessibility (Borenstein et al., 2006). Cables
and pneumatic lines are routed with these goals in mind. For example, the electronic
circuit board on each segment has a connector on each end, with the wires coming from
the neighboring segments plugging into the closer side. This design eliminated the need
for wire runs all the way through the segment. Similarly, instead of using air hoses we
integrated all pneumatic pathways into the chassis. This was possible thanks to SLA rapid
prototyping techniques, which build the parts in layers and allows for such internal
features. The chassis with integrated manifold and “etched-in” pneumatic pathways is
shown in Fig. 12b. SLA rapid prototyping allowed us to create very complex, and
otherwise difficult to machine structures. The SLA technique also allowed us to design
parts for ease of assembly, maintenance, and space savings. However, SLA resins tend to
warp with time, which is why they are normally used for prototyping only. In our early
OT-4 prototypes, components that were under constant load would creep with time and
would cause problems, especially in the case of the seal between the valves and the
manifold. Aluminum reinforcements were therefore added to the endwalls, joints and
manifold at key points where creep and deformation during load was becoming an issue.
The endwalls were reinforced with a thin aluminum shell and the manifold was
reinforced with a bar screwed on at both ends. The result was a much stiffer segment at a
minor (2.5%) weight penalty.
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Fig. 12. a – Aluminum frame of the OT-8 with gearbox, controller boards and manifolds
with white flat cables visible inside, b – Manifold of the of OT-4 with two of the eight valves
(white) mounted. Exhaust and supply pathways from and to the bellows are shown in red
and green, respectively. This manifold is also partially the chassis of the six OT-4 actuation
segments.
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4.3 Joints
Between any two segments there are two concentric universal joints referred to as the “outer”
and “inner” universal joint. The outer universal joint connects the two adjacent segments. It is
made of two forks and a ball bearing-mounted gimbal connecting the two forks, as shown in
Figure 13a. The inner universal joint (not shown) connects adjacent segments of the drive shaft
spine and is concentrically located inside the gimbal. All components of the outer universal joint
are made from aluminum and each fork is screwed onto the adjacent segment endwalls. Two
Hall-effect angle sensors are mounted on one arm of each fork, respectively, provide position
feedback for the control of the joint angles. The joint can be actuated at least 33° in any direction
and up to 41° in the four principal directions (up, down and side to side). Wiring and pneumatic
lines between the segments pass through four holes at the corners of the gimbal and the bases of
the forks. Each joint is orientated with respect to each other in a way so as to compensate for
gimbal error, the angular twisting deviation that occurs between the two ends of a universal joint
as it is articulated. Without this, three fully articulated joints would lead to each progressive
segment being twisted about the drive spine axis leading to instability and impeding obstacle
traversal. It should be noted that the space available for the mechanical joints is extremely limited
as it is shared with the bellows of the Integrated Joint Actuator (see Fig. 13b). Moreover, space is
limited because we try to dimension the bellows with the largest possible diameter to increase
their force capacity, as explained next.
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Fig. 13. Joints in the OmniTread robots: a – Outer universal joint, with Hall-effect joint angle
sensor as used in OT-4. b – Cross-section of the Integrated Joint Actuator.
4.4 Pneumatic Bellows
Pneumatic bellows develop axial force according to
F = PA

(2)

where P is the pressure of the compressed air and A is the area of the bellows surface that is
normal to the axial direction, that is, the area of the cross section. One problem with Eq. (2) is the
difficulty in determining exactly what the area A is. For example, in the bellows shown in Figure
14a, the convolutes change the diameter and thus the area of the cross section along the bellows.
Of particular concern is the minimal cross section area, Amin, which corresponds to the inner
whorl of the convolutes. For a given pressure P, the axial force that the bellows can apply is
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limited by the cross section area of the inner whorls, Amin. Yet, the volume of space that the
bellows requires is determined by the diameter of its outer whorls. In the relatively large OT-8,
the ratio between inner and outer diameter of the whorls (we refer to this ratio as “bellows
efficiency”) is fairly close to 1.0. However, in the smaller bellows of the OT-4, the bellows
efficiency is much smaller than 1.0. In many conventional bellows the diameter of the inner
whorl increases when inflated, thereby improving that bellows’ efficiency. However, our OT-8
bellows design uses a metal ring around the inner whorls to prevent the bellows from
ballooning. At the same time, these rings prevent the inner whorls from growing in diameter,
thereby keeping the bellows efficiency low. To overcome this problem in the small-sized OT-4
bellows, we abandoned the metal rings altogether. Instead, we encased the OT-4 bellows in a
tubular polyester mesh. To distinguish between these parts, we call the airtight, elastic part of the
bellows “liner,” and the outer part “mesh.”
The new two-part bellows of the OT-4, shown in Figure 14b, has the significant advantage of
allowing the diameter of the inner whorl to grow when pressurized, until the inner whorl is
practically flush with the mesh. The result is a bellows that has an efficiency of close to 1.0,
when fully pressurized.
There is, however, one problem with all bellows designs: When the bellows extends beyond the
natural length of the liner, the axial extension force F = PA has to work against the elasticity of the
liner. Similarly, when a bellows in a joint is compressed beyond a certain limit (e.g., because the
bellows on the opposite site is expanding), its liner and mesh develop elastic forces that resist
further compression with increasing force. Conversely, the bellows on the side of the joint that is
being compressed resist further compression, thereby making it harder for the opposing bellows
to expand. As a result of these effects, the moment produced by the bellows when installed
inside a joint is neither constant nor depending only on the applied pressure differential. Rather,
the produced moment is a non-linear function of the joint’s momentary angle. For extreme joint
angles, the moment produced by the joints may be reduced by as much as 50% compared to the
maximal moment that’s available when the joint is in its neutral position. In the OT-4, however,
we dimensioned the bellows so as to be powerful enough to lift three segments even at nearmaximal joint angles.
4.5 Power
In the OmniTread OT-8 prototype, electric and pneumatic energy, as well as control
signals are provided through a tether – a 1 cm thick and 10 m long cable comprising six
wires and a pneumatic pipe. Compressed air is supplied from an off-board compressor
and distributed to the control valves from a single pipe running through the center of
the robot. In the experiments described in the next section the compressor provided
variable pressure from 85 to 95 psi but the control system limited the maximum
pressure in the bellows to 80 psi.
Of course, a tether is highly undesirable for most inspection and surveillance tasks.
That’s why, when we designed the OT-4, we incorporated all energy resources onboard,
and provided it with wireless communication. The OT-4 has Li-Pol batteries in
Segments #3 and #5. Pneumatic energy, that is, compressed air, is produced onboard by
two miniature air compressors, one each in Segments #2 and #6. Fully charged Li-Pol
batteries allow the OT-4 to drive for 75 minutes on flat terrain. On very difficult terrain
the run time is shorter.
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a
b
Fig. 14. a – UM-developed rubber bellows used in the OT-8.
b – OT-4 bellows comprising a liner and a mesh. We chose yellow latex liner material for
this photograph because it contrasts better with the black mesh. However the actual OT-4
bellows have neoprene (black) liners.
A unique means for preserving electric power are the OT-4’s micro-clutches, which allow it to
engage or disengage each individual track from the main drive shaft. Disengagement of tracks
not in contact with the ground results in a significant saving of electric energy. For instance, on
flat ground only three tracks need to be engaged: the ones on the bottom of Segments #2, #3 and
#6, while the other segments are slightly lifted off the ground. This configuration provides stable,
3-point contact and steering is accomplished by the joint between Segments #2 and #3.

5. Control System
5.1 The Simplified Proportional Position and Stiffness Controller
In our paper (Granosik & Borenstein, 2004) we proposed a control system called “Proportional
Position and Stiffness” (PPS) controller. The PPE system is designed to do what its name implies:
it allows for the simultaneous and proportional control of position and stiffness of pneumatic
actuators. The PPS controller is further optimized for use in mobile robots, where on-board
compressed air is a valuable resource. To this end, the PPS employs a uniquely designed system
of valves that assures that compressed air is consumed only during commanded changes of
pressure or stiffness, but not while an actuator is held at a constant pressure and stiffness.
However, the PPS controller as described in (Granosik & Borenstein, 2004) is based on an
approximated model of cylinders and requires the real-time measurement of certain system
parameters. For example, the polar moment of inertia of masses that are being moved by the
joint must be known at all times, as well as the torque needed to move the joint. In complex
environments where the serpentine robot may be laying on any side, additional sensors
would be needed to measure these parameters.
Because of these difficulties we simplified the control system so that these sensors are not
needed, while maintaining acceptable performance. In order to distinguish the simplified
control system from the proper control system, we call it “Simplified Proportional Position
and Stiffness” (SPPS) controller. The SPPS controller uses a PID position controller with a
stiffness control subsystem, as shown in Figure 15.
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